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Excavations at Saheth Maheth 1986.1996 


by Yos日NO氾 ABOSHI ， Koyu SONODA, FuMITAKA YONEDA 
and AKINORI UESUGI 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Thls is a brief report of the excavat卲ns which have been conducted by Kansai 
University (hereafter called KU) since 1986 at Saheth-Maheth, Uttar Pradesh, 1ndia 
(Figs. 1-2) , in collaboration with the Archaeological Survey orIndia (hereafter, AS1). 
This site is located in the southern foothill of the Himalayas , far away from the 
Ganges River. There is an old river-bed of the Rapti River (ancient Achlravati) just 
ne紅 the site. 

1n the beginning, KU had a chance to conduct a series of excavations at Saheth 
or ]etavana for three ye紅s from 1986 to 1989，出 commemoration of the hundredth 
anniversary of the university (1). The site has been identified with one of the 

holy places of Buddhism, and, as a result of the excavations, some large structural 
complexes such as a bathing tank, a monastic complex with a series of residential 

chambers for monks and a brick-paved courtyard, and a cai砂a with votive stupas, 
were brought to light. Most of the structural remains exposed here belong to the 
Kushan and Gupta Periods , thoug� some come down to the Post-Gupta Period and 
some might well go back to the Su�a Period or even earlier. Although it seems 
凶cely that the site was occupied by Buddhlst monasteries as early as the 6th or 5th 
centuries B.C., contempor紅y with the Buddha hlmself, we can conclude that it is 
after the Kushan Period that the scale of the monastic establishment here developed 
to a greater extent. 

Maheth is a large-scale city site, st叩ding close to Saheth, and the excavation 
at Maheth is aimed to reveal the relationshlp between both sites in terms of material 
culture, especially in terms of the chronolog�al paralle1s of the two. Excavations has 
been carried on since 1991, and is still going on. 

(1) Regarding the excavation at Saheth, a full report was published in M紅ch， 1997 (Aboshi & 

Sonoda 1997). 
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Nagar 1. 10. Alamgirpur 19. Fatehpur Sikri 28. Pr酬adpur 37. Taradhi 
2. Katpalon 11. Hastinapura 20, Batesvara 29. Masaon 38. Rajgir 
3. Dadheri 12. AI凶pur 21.Jakhera 30. Buxar 39. Champa 
4. Rupar 13 目 Purana aila 22. AtranJikhera 31. Narhan 40. Vaishali 
5. Bara 14. Ahichchhatra 23. Sringaverapura 32. M刷hi 41. Maheth 

h 

6. Sanghol 15 目 Jodhpura 24. Kausambi 33. Chirand 42. Tilaura Kot 
7. Bhagwanpura 16. Mathura 25. Bhita 34. Khairadhl 43. Piprahwa-Ganwaria 
8. Dhaulatpur 17. Sonkh 26. Sarai Mohana 35. Pataliputra 44. Sohgaura 
9. Hulas 18. Noh 27. Rajghat 36. Sonpur 45. Ayodhya 

Fig. 1 -Distribution of the Early Historic period (Iron Age) sites in North India. 
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Fig. 2 -General plan of Saheth Maheth (after Vogd 1911, partly modified). 
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2. EXCAVATIONS AT SAHE叩 

Saheth was identified by A. Cunningham as a sacred Buddhist monastery of 
Jetavana (2), which appeared much frequently in the Buddhist texts as a place which 
the Buddhavisited many times. Kansa� University conducted three-year excavation at 
Saheth for thepurposeofrevea1ingtheancient monasteryin terms of modernmethodof 
archaeology (Fig. 3). At Saheth,excavationsweremadefive times,byA Cunníngham, 
W. Hoey,J.Ph. VogelandD.R. Sahni,and]. Marshall (Hoey 1892;Vogel1911; Marshall 
1914). However, stratigraphicevidencewas nottakeninto considerationin theirwork, 
and correlationsofstructuralremains andfind匤gswerenotful1y made forunderstanding 
the history ofJetavana. Thus, it was quite necessary for us to reveal the stratigraphic 
sequence in Saheth, and to evaluate the change of material culture. 

Excavations were la冝 out in six spots (Areas A to G) in the site, and unearthed 
monastic build匤gs in several phases. Among these excavation areas , Areas A, B and 
G yielded large-sca1e buildings which 訂e worth mentioning. 

Cultural periods were established on the basis of pottery types excavated from 
each stratum in each excavation area. Results of C14 dating were also taken into 
consideration for the absolute dating of each cultural period. Each cultural period 
is as follows (the nomenclature of each period is tentatively represented by the name 
of dynasty approx匇ately contemporary with each cultural period). 

C.approximately 1st century B.,Periodga�.Su 1: Period 
Period II: Kushan Period, approximately 1st to 3rd century A.D. 
Period III: Gupta Period, approximately 4th to 6th century A.D. 
Period IV: Post-Gupta Period, 7th century A.D. onw紅ds. 

Area A (Figs. 4, 29-30) 

In Area A, a large-scale bathing tank was brought to light. It had three phases 
in its construction. In Phase 1, only partly revealed, the tank seemed to be a simple 
form of almost square shape, measuring 27.30 m from east to west 叩d 24.70 m from 

north to south. The bricks used in this phase were comparatively large, measuring 
48.0 x 24.0 x 8.0 cm. 

Based on the observation of the enclosing walls partly exposed, it was found that 
the walls were slightly curved inwards. It was highly probable that this was due to 
both the soil pressure from the outside of the enclosing walls inwards , and floods. 
On the basis of this evidence, it was reasonably assumed that the distortﾍon of the 
enclosing walls by soil pressure would have led the tank in Phase 1 to rususe, and 

。) Saheth-Maheth was identified as asacred monastery ofJetavana and an 叩cl阻t city of Sr五vasü 

by Alexander Cunningham in 1863, based on his field explorations and the analysis of the records by 
Chinese monks, Faxian and Xuanzang (Cunningham 1871). 
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Fig. 3 -Topographical map of Saheth (after Aboshi & Sonoda 1997). 
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that the tank of Phase II was newly constructed with considerable modi1 ication in 
lts structure. 

1n Phase II, threefold enclosing walls of the ta叫<: were newly constructed with 
six ramps, one inlet and one outlet. The walls of this phase consisted of complete 
bricks of 34.0 x 24.0 x 5.0 cm. They were built on a basement of wooden bars for 
the purpose of prevent匤g the wa l1 s from sinking. The use of wooden p釘ts were 
noticed in the construction of ramps as wel1. The ramps were attached to all sides 
of the enclosing walls, two each in north and south wal1 s and one each in east and 
west (Fig. 30). An inlet which was intended to draw water from outside of the tank 
was built in the southeast corner of the tank. An outlet was also built in th﨎 phase 
on the west s冝e of the tan k. This phase remarks the great development of the tank 
complex. 

The enclosing walls of Phase II seemed to be destroyed largely, probably, by 
floods and to be brought to abandonment. The tank of Phase II1 was constructed 
by using the col1 apsed walls of Phase II. The bricks in this phase were exclusively 
reused fragmentary ones, and the construction of the walls itself became co紅se and 
rough. The tank in this phase measured 24.20 m from east to west by 21.70 m from 
north to south. 1t seemed that the ramps of Phase II continued to be used with some 
modi1 ications. While the inlet and out1 et of Phase II came into disuse, a new drainage, 
starting from the square platform of Ar ea B, was constructed for the purpose of drainage 
of water of the square platform. As clearly indicated by the construction of this 
new draínage, the ta比 in th﨎 phase seemed not to be a bathing tank but a receiving 
reservolr. 

Based on the size of bricks and the dominant pottery-types excavated, Phase 1 

is datable to Periods 1 or II, and Phase II to Period II. 1n relation to Phase 1II, the 
drainage connecting the tank and the square platform in Area B can be a key for 

dating, indicating that Phase 1II belongs to Period 1II. 

Area B (Figs. 5, 31) 

1n Area B, adjacent to Area A, monastic complexes of four phases were brought 
to light. The walls of Phase 1 consisted of large bricks measur匤g 46.0・ 47.0 x 26.0-
27.0 x 7.50-8.0 cm in size, but they were sparsely unearthed and the plan of the 
structure was not able to be determ匤ed. 

1n Phase II, the size of bricks became smaller, measuring on average 32.0-35.0 x 
22.0-24.0 x 4.5-5.0 cm. The wal1 s were exclusively built by laying bricks only in 
one row , either along the叝 longer sides or their shorter sides. It is interesting that 
this method of construction of walls 訂e observed widely in North 1nd僘 in its early 
historical períod, for example at Sonkh, Rajghat, Vaísali, etc. However, the plan of 
bu匀dings 匤 this phase was not able to be clearly understood, because the walls in 
this phase were also destroyed considerably by later buildings. 
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Fig. 4 -Bathing tank from Area A, Saheth (after Aboshi & Sonoda 1997) 
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 In Phase III, buildings of which plans were visibly ascertained were excavated. 

They consisted dominantly of complete bricks , almost the same size as those of Phase 
II, but the use of reused fragmentary bricks were observed though partly. The width 
of walls became wider, ranging from 0.60 to 1. 0 m in breadth. The buildings were 
of large scale, consisting of several rooms. 

In Phase IV, most clearly unearthed, a striking change in the plan of buildings 
occurred. That is, a monastic complex consisting of a brick-built squ町e platform 
and an enclosure of monastic cells were newly constructed. Although the monastic 
cells were prominently destroyed, it can be reconstructed to have had twenty-eight 

picells in original, having an entrance on its east side. The cells measured approximately l
2.60 x 2.60 m, and the whole of the monastic cells was 22.80 m from north to south 

li
and 25.10 m from east to west. The square platform in the courtyard of the monastic 
complex measured 19.50・ 19.90 m on one side, having a brick-paved floor consisting 

•of complete bricks of 42.50-43.0 x 26.50-27.20 x 4.80-5.70 cm in size. It had an 
entrance on its east side, in which a part of wooden structure was ascertained. On 
the west side a1so, a brick-paved floor, probably a part of another entrance was 
noticed. Along the sides of the platform, wooden timber was found in carbonized 
condition, indicating that some upper structure was built with wood over the platform. 
In the centre of the platform existed a square brick司paving encasing a circular paving, 
clearly discerned from the brick-paved floor of complete bricks mentioned above. 
Although the exact na印re of this paving was not able to be determined, it is possible 
出at some religious activities were made on this portion. At the time of the excavation, 
it was proposed that this portion was a platform of a stupa and a trench excavation 
was made in the cen位e. However, no traces of relics were ascert~ned. 

The excavatiOn revealed a thick layer of charcoal over the squ紅e platform and 
confirmed that the monastic complex was brought to abandonment by conflagration. 
Overthe layer of charcoal was deposited a thick dump containing a large amount of 
bricks. This dump layer also yielded some fragments of earthen Buddha images which 
showed traces of firing by conflagration. It seemed that after the destruction of 
the monastic complex by fire , the monastery was never reconstructed and the activities t 

in Area B finally ceased. 
b 

Rega: 

Area G (Figs. 6, 32) 

In Area G , a large caitya complex was brought to light. This complex consisted 
of a religious space represented by a brick-paved floor, with, at least, four small stupas, 
a:nd monastic cells enclosing the brick-paved floor. The pavement of the brick-paved 
floor was made during the Gupta Period, but the original construction of stupas 
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Fig. 5 -Monastic complex from Area B, S乱 heth (after Aboshi & Sonoda 1997). 
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themselves clearly antedated the brick司 paved floor. Beneath the brick-paved floor was 
observed a thick charcoallayer, indicating that some structure antedating the brickｭ 
paved floor had been destroyed by a conflagration. C 14 dating of a sample from this 
charcoal layer dated this layer to the 1st century B.C. (KSU-1944: 2040 土 35BP ， 

KSU-1949: 2010 土 15BP). In addition to the small stup出， a small temple was unearthed 
over the brick-paved floor. Judging from the stratigraphic evidence, the temple was 
clearly later than the brick-paved floor in its construction, indicating that this religious 
space continued in its use after the abandonment of the brick-paved floor. Thus, it 
is highly probable that this area had been used as a religious one for long ye訂s since 
the period before the beginning of our era down to the Gupta Period onwards. The 
brick-paved floor clearly spread over further south of the excavated 紅ea. Small trench 
excavation on the south side of the main excavation area of Area G revealed extension 
of brick-paved floor and the remains of a gate structure through which worshippers 
entered into the religious space. 

The monastic cells around the brick-paved floor were divisible into three 
phases. Bricks used in Phase 1 measured 45.0 x 350 x 6.0 cm, 52.0 x 40.0 x 6.5.
cm, 48.0 x 24.0 x 7.0 cm, etc. However, the plan of the structure could not be 
understood. 

In Phases II and III, a monastic cell, more clear in plan, was built. The later 
p紅t of Phase II and Phase III were approximately contempor紅y with the brick-paved 
floor. 

To the southwest of the brick-paved floor , a part of bathing tank was unearthed. 
Although it was revealed only partly, it seemed likely that it had a structure sin叫ar 

to the tank in Area A. 
This evidence obtained from the excavation in Area G indicates that a large司 scale 

religious complex existed in this area of the site. 
Regarding the chronology of the remains in Area G , the charcoallayer beneath 

the brick-paved floor can be assigned to Period 1. The monastic cells in Phase 1 
are also datable to Period 1. The construction of small stupas are probably datable 
to Period II or, perhaps, Period 1. The monastic cells in Phase II are datable to 
Period II. Thebrick-paved floor and the monastic cells of Phase III are datable to 
Period II1. The small temple, later than the brick-paved floor , is probably datable 
to Period IV. 

F匤d匤gs (Figs. 7・9) 

The excavated material from this excavation consisted of a great amount of 
potte可 and other miscellaneous objects of various material. 

The potte可 from the excavation contained some dominant types ranging 
chronologically from the Sunga to Post-Gupta Period. In Period 1, limited number 
of black-slipped wares and pear-shaped vases which continue decreasingly from the 
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Fig. 6 -Caitya complex from Area G, Saheth (after Abosh�  & Sonoda 1997). 
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一 『 

Late NBPW and some types which continuously develop in the Kushan Period, were 
brought to light. Period II is characterized by red-ware industry , consisting of various 
forms and shapes. Among the characteristic types 紅e included vases w咜h stamped 
decorations of triratna , sprinklers, wheel-made small bowls, handled pot, etc. (Fig. 7) , 
which are widely distributed in North India. Periods III and IV are characterized 
by some dominant types of vase and bowl (Fig. 8) , which typologica1l y and stylistically 

develop from the preceding period. 
Among findings other than pottery are included miscellaneous objects of various 

material, such as terracotta, stone, glass, copper, iron, ivory and bone, etc. Terracotta 
objects include Buddha images (Fig. 9.1-2) , human and animal f刕urines (Fi g. 9.3-16) , 
beads, gamesmen, net-sinkers , bangles , bells , discs with or without perforation, ball, 
pestle, skin rubbers , dice, etc. A makara司shaped water-outlet is one of the interesting 
finds from the SuIi. ga Stratum. Among the stone objects are a railing with a lotus 
design, a divine statue, a seated Buddha image, pestle, quern, etc. Beads of various 
semi-precious stones, agate, carnelian, crystal, etc. , are also included in the repertoire. 
Copper objects include ornamental ones , such as bangles , rings , bells, antimony rods , 
etc. , while iron objects consist of weapons and agricultural tools. One Kushan coin 

was unearthed. Glass objects are confined to bangles and beads. 
Looking over the findings , it can be pointed out that the objects from Saheth 

are generally the same as those from other s咜es in North India. Especia1ly, it is 
worth mentioning that terracotta human figurines which are w冝ely reported from 
North India cannot be attributed to Buddhism but to some folk worship. In terms 
of this point, it might be suggested that even the Buddhist monastery was a p町t of 
the wider religious world of India. 

Summary 0/the Excavation 

All excavations at Saheth before our work were made around the turn of this 
century, not based on the stratigraphic method. 百lerefore ， it had been quite 占ffic叫t 
to evaluate the evidence from those earlier excavations. Our excavation brought us 
some new knowledge about the history of the mon出tery of ]etavana. 

Our excavation revealed mainly brick-built struc四res in the Kushana and Gupta 
Periods, but the lowest stratum of our excavation area can be dated to the SuIi. ga Period 
in terms of the potteη-types and the uppermost layer is datable to the Post-Gupta 
Period. Th e remains of Period 1 were quite limited in our excavation. In our opinion, 
in the period before the beginning of our era, the Buddhist monastery was quite 
small and confined to the central area in which the main buildings, such as G叩品la 
Kuti or Kosamba Kuti which are associated directly with the Buddha, were located. 
In Period II, vigorous construction activities occurred , and a large-scale monastic 
complex were newly constructed. Although, in Period III , the vigorous construction 
activity continued, the end of Period III marks the rapid decline of the monastery, 
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as indicated by the abandonment of the tank in Area A, the monastic complex in Area 
B, the brick-paved floor in Area G , etc. The buildings assigned to the Post-Gupta 
Period were scarce, and most of them showed no religious function (especially in the 
case of remains exposed in Area E , though not mentioned in this report). Taking 
into consideration the fact that a monastery (No. 19) excavated by earlier excavators 
was occupied down to the 12th century A.D. by a Buddhist community, it can be 
said that the Buddhist monastery at ]etavana became much smaller at the end of the 
Gupta Period. This situation attested in the archaeological evidence is confirmed by 
the record of Xuanzang in 出e 7th century A.D. He states 出at the Buddhist monastery 
was considerably ruined when he visited ]etavana. Th is indicates that the monastery 
at ]etavana had already declined. 

3. EXCAVATIONS AT MAHETH 

Kansai University has undertaken a series of excavations at Maheth since 1991. 
As noted above, Maheth is a ruined ancient city, which is enclosed by a prominent 

earthen rampart which runs along a circuit of about 5.20 km (Fig. 2). This site 

has been identified as the ancient city of Sr縋ast�  (Cunningham 1871), which is 
believed to be one of the capitals of the Kosala Kingdom in the time of Sãkyamuni, 
approximately in the 6th-5th centuries B.C. This city was recorded by two Chinese 

monks , that is, Faxian in the 5th century A.D. and Xuanzang in the 7出 century A.D. 
By the time of Faxian, according to his record, the city was already ruined with only 
some houses occupied, while there existed some Buddhist monasteries in ]etavana. 
From his record,it can be assumed that already in the 5th century A.D. , the Buddhist 
monastery at ]etavana had financial means for its existence, not from the adjacent 
ruined city but from any other sources, such as donation from st出 flourishing cities 
in other region. 

The chronological . relationship between the ancient city and the religious 
estab1ishment is one of the key factors to understand the history of this region. More 
generally, back to the period when Buddhism came into existence in the 6出 or 5th 
centu可 B. C.， some literary evidence imply that the activi句 of this new religious group 
was supported both financially 叩d politically by well-established cit冾s at the time (3). 
This relationship would be confirmed by the fact that the ma匤 supporters of the new 
religion were merchants who lived 匤 c咜冾s. Applying this general aspect of the 
dependence of Buddhism on the cities to 出e cas~-of S;ãvastï,-咜 is quit~ signif兤ant 
for understanding the relationsh厓 between the monastery in ]etavana and the city 

e) It is generally accepted that some large-scale Buddhist sites are located close to great cﾍ ties or 
along traffic routes. For example, Sãrnãth, a famous Buddhist site, was located in the proximity of 
Varanasi. Kaus緡b�  and Pã~aliputra also contained some Buddhist establishments. 
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of Sr縋ast�  to reveal the chronological relationship between the two by archaeological 

excavations, and to understand what and how the relationship can be seen in terms 
of the material culture. This is the main purpose of the excavation at Maheth. 

Basic Stratigraphy and Chronology 

The excavations at Maheth have been carried on so far in three areas. These 
紅e (i) Area A (the Suraj Kund Area) , (ii) Area B (the Rampart Area) , (iii) Area C 
(the Well Area). The locations of these excavated areas are shown in Fig. 2. 

The excavation revealed the whole stratigraphy from the earliest occupation 

to the surface, which can be divided into five periods. The division of the whole 

occupation is as follows (4). 

B.C.) 
Period II: Early Northern Black Polished Ware Phase, approximately 6th to 4th 

centuries B. C. 
Period III: Late Northern Black Polished Ware Phase, approximately 3rd to 1st 

centuries B. C. 
Period IV: the Kushan Period, approximately the 1st to 3rd centuries A.D. , inclucling 

partly the Gupta Period (approximately 4th to 6th centuries A.D.) 
Period V: the Post-Gupta Period onwards, 7th or 8th century A.D. onwards. 

This stratigraphic division has been made by taking into consideration both the 

colour of the so日 and the representative artefacts from each stratum. Period 1, 
represented by the lowermost stratum, is characterized by yellowish so日 including 

mainly sherds of the Bl ack引Id帽 red Ware (BR W) and the Black Slipper Ware 

(BSW) (5). The presence of these two fine w紅白 provides a ground for us to date 

this layer to the early part of the 1st millennium B.C. However, the layers of this 
period were not thick, represented by one or two floor levels. Thus, the demarcation 
of Period 1 is tentative at present and a further investigation will be necessary. 

Period II is demarcated by the presence of the NBPW in large number, 
accompanied by the BRW and BSW. The colour of the soil remains unchanged 

from that of the earlier layers. The advent of the NBPW is generally dated to the 

。) As for the chronology of the site, K.K. Sinha, who did a limited excavation in the site in 1959, 
C.,B.ry B.C. to 300 旬6th cen1: proposed three periods for the whole occupation in the site, viz. , Period 

Period II: c. 275 B.C. to 50 B. C., Period II1: ラo B.C. onwards (Sinha 1967). Thus, our excavation 
has revealed 出at his chronology should be revised. 

(5) The BRW had existed from the chalcolithic down to the iron age of the Ganges Basin, generally 
dated from the later half of the 2nd millennium B.C. onwards. 1n the case of Maheth, we 紅e inclined 
to date them to the ear1y half of the 1st m辺自凶um B.C. as no evidence of the presence of stone tools , 
which are typical of the chalcolithic period, has been found. 
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Fig. 10 -Topographical map of the Area A around Suraj Kund, Maheth. 

6th or 5th century B.C. (6) , and we follow this date for the beginning of this period, 
though we should await the results of the radio-carbon dating of the samples from 

the layers of this period. 

(6) The advent of the NBPW is generally dated to the 6th or 5th century B.C. on the basis of the 
stratigraphic evidence from some main sites in North lndia and the results of the radio-carbon dating 
from several sites, though some scholars suggested that it goes back to the 7th century B.C. 
(Sahi 1974). 
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Period III is also characterized by the NBPW, but the quality of the diagnostic 
pottery shows a considerable change from the earlier one. The NBPW in this period 
becomes worse in fabric and surface treatment, that is, the wall of the vessel becomes 
thicker and the glossy surface of the pott町y which is one of the most impressive features 
of the pottery can be no longer observed (the details of the pottery will be described 
later). This period belongs to the so-called Late NBPW phase which has been defined 

by T.N. Roy (1). 
Period IV shows a radical change from the earlier period, which is characterized 

by the pottery type and some artefacts, especially terracotta figurines , of the Kushan 
Period. In this period, the construction of structures with burnt bricks was commenced 
to a large extent. 

Period V, the final phase of the site , belongs to the Post-Gupta Period , which 
is represented by the structural remains of reused bricks in the uppermost layers and 

associated artefacts. 
As far as the excavated areas are concerned, it seems 出cely that the occupation 

during the Gupta Period was considerably limited, and during the Post-Gupta 
Period the areas were reoccupied by the people to a larger extent. Al though it 
should be reminded that in some areas of the site some structural remains of the 
Gupta Periods exist, the scale of the occupation had considerably declined after 
the Kushan Period, as can be detected in the clumsy way of construction with 
reused bricks. 

Structural Remains 

Th e excavated areas have been laid out in the northern half of the site, in which 
excavations have not been conducted so far. Th e structural remains of each area w出 

be described below. 

1. Area A: Suraj Kund Area (Figs. 10-13 , 33) 

Area A was placed around a pond called locally Suraj Kund ('Pond of the Sun') 
匤 the northern part of the site (Fig. 10). The pond is circular, measuring about 30 
m in diameter, and is filled with water even in the dry season. Since some mounds 
were prominently observed around the pond, one of the excavation areas was selected 
in this place. 

cl T.N. Roy discussed the chronology of the NBPW, and divided it into two periods, vÏz ., Early 
and Late Phase, on the basis of the observation that the NBPW includes fine and coarse specimens, 
changing from the former to the latter with the lapse of time (Roy 1986). He dated the Early Phase 
to the 6th-4 th centuries B.C., and the Late Phase to the 3rd-1st centuries B.C. 
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The excavation in Area A revealed 出at trus area had been continuously occupied 

by people from Periods 1 to V, with a break in the Gupta Period. 

The structural remains in Periods 1 and II consist of pits of various sizes and 

hearths. Am ong them are included some pits which contain charcoallenses and a 
large amount of pottery sherds. Some pits contain animal bones wruch show clear 
traces of intentional butchering (8). From the level of Period II, in addition to pits, 
some hearths were brought to light. They were constructed with clay in horse-shoe 
shape , and had been burnt to red colour. 1n one trench, six hearths were found 
arranged in lines. Another hearth is accompanied with 釦 ash deposit, a concentration 
of animal bones , and a floor over which pottery sherds were scattered (Fi g. 11). 
Although these structural remains 紅e clearly associated with some activities in the 
life of the people, the character of the structural remains of these periods is yet to 
be determined confidently. 

During Period II1 , a clear change occurred in the activities in Area A. This ー _L 

period is distinguished by the emergence of a working place of craftsmen of iron- , 
glass-, and stone-bead-making. There is no sign of such activities in the earlier period, 
and, thus , the beginning of such activities appeared for the first time. Some of the 
pits in this period distinctively contain burnt soil, which can be considered as the 
col1 apsed wal1 of the hearth, and a large amount of iron slag were unearthed around 

these pits. 1t is interesting that some pits contained glass slag as wel1, indicating 
that, in paral1 el with the iron working, the production of glass also operated. 1n 
fact , some glass bangles were unearthed from this level (9). 1n addition, smal1 chips 
of semi-precious stones, dominantly of carnelian and agate, were discovered in a 

considerable number. 1t seems likely that these chips originated from the production 

of stone beads. The discovery of unfinished beads of the same material confirms this 
possibility. Trus evidence clearly indicates that during Period 1II a specialized working 
place was located in this excavated 紅白. 

From the level of Period 1V, some brick structures were brought to light. The 
structure which was revealed in the western mound is more striking (Fig. 13). Th e 
structure measures more than 25.00 m by 13.50 m, and contains at least eight rooms 
rectangular in plan. Th e size of each room is 10.50 m by 1. 90 m in average. An 

impressive discovery 

(8) Any other analysis on animal bones from the site have not been processed at present, but the 
identification of species, at leおt ， W出 expectedly reveal some aspects of the exploitation of animals during 
this period. 

(9) From this level, objects which probably represent moulds for the production of tiny glass beads, 
were unearthed in a considerable number, often in relation to pits containing ash lenses and charcoal. 
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Fig. 11 . Hearth and scattering of potsherds from Area A, Maheth. 
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The structural remains of Period V in Area A is represented by a limited number 
of walls and ditches. It seems 旧日ly 出at the peoplepartly reused the brick buildings 
from Period IV, while constructing some new buildings. In the case of the western 
mound, a deep ditch measuring more than two metres cut the earlier br兤k structure 
匤 Period IV (Fig. 13). 
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Fig. 13 -Brick-built structure from Area A, Maheth. 

2. Area B: Rampart Area (Fig. 14) 

Maheth has a prominent earthen rampart around the city. It measures about 
5.23 km in circuit, enclosing an area of about 160 hectares. The excavation on the 
rampart was made by K.K. Sinha in 1959, revealing five phases in its development. 
1n order to check his observations, trenches were laid across the rampart in the 紅白 

to the east of Area A. 
As a result of the excavation, five phases were observed in the construction of 

the rampart. On the basis of the typology of the artefacts which were found from 
the construction soil of the rampart , the first to fourth phases can be equated with 
Period III , and the fifth phase w咜h Period IV. More specifica1ly, we are inclined 
to date the first phase to the early part of Period III, viz. , around the Mauryan Period, 
and the second to fourth phases to the later ha1f of the period, víz ., Su�a Period, 
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Fig. 14 -P!an and cross-sect卲n of the earthen rampart in Area B, M乱heth . 

mainly based on the discovery of the so-ca1led Sunga terracotta plaque from the layers 
of the second phase. 

The firstphase was indicated by a low rampart constructed with so辺 which 

contains artefacts and charcoal, not on the natural soil but on the artificiallayers. 
Judging from the stratigraphic evidence, it seemed likely that the ramp紅t in tms 
phase was constructed by digging a slope into the stratum in the preceding period 
(企 in Fig. 14 indicates the line of digging in this phase). The second to fourth 
phases witnessed an enlargement of the rampart to a great degree, the height of the 
ramp砿t attaining about 7 m from the ground to the top. The maximum width was 
around 36 m. The clay used in the construction contained few objects , such as 
potsherds. The f正th phase of construction was shown by an addition of brick w a1ls 
on the top of the rampart. On the grounds of the sﾎze of the bricks which were used 
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Fig. 15 -Topographical Map of Area C, Maheth 

in the walls , the construction of these walls can be dated to the later half of Period 
IV. After this period, no more additions were ever made to the rampart. 

3. Area C: Well Area (Figs. 15-17，万 -38) 

Area C was laid over in the area in which a brick-built well had been exposed 
before the excavations, to the southeast of Area A. In this area, on both sides 
of the well, east and west, large mounds were visible, indicating the existence of 
some large brick buildings around the well (Fig. 1ラ). Since� seemed likely that these 
supposed brick buildings represented either Period IV or V , the excav炙ion was 
undertaken in this 紅ea for the purpose of ascertaining the later p紅t of the history 
of Maheth. 

百le e玄cavation revealed some brick structures around the well. 百le main structure 
in this area was a well complex, consisting of a well and associated buildings (Figs. 
16, 35). Three phases were observed in the construction of the well complex. In the 
first phase, the well was accompanied by steps. Already in this phase, the well was 
constructed of reused bricks which were obtained from earlier buildings. Interestingly, 
among the reused bricks were included decorative bricks which can be assigned to 
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Fig. 16 -Plan and cross-section of the well and associated remains from Area C, Maheth. 

the Gupta Period in terms of their style, implying that in the time of the construction 
of the well, the buildings with decorative bricks were already in disuse. The foundation 
of the well was constructed w咜h several clumsy courses of brícks, on which the body 
of the well was built. The associated brick walls in this phase were different in plan 
from those of the later phases. 

1n the second phase, to the well were added the upper courses of bricks , in 
proportion to the rise of the floor level. The steps fell 匤to disuse. Fragmentary 
bricks were scattered on the floor around the well. Th e most striking feature of 
this period was the deposition of a vast amount of pottery sherds around the well 
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(Fig. 16). The types mostly included spouted pots , which show consistency in their 
typological features , indicating that the deposition of the pottery was completed in 
a relatively short sp叩 of time. In addition to the deposition, the layout of the w a1l s 
around the well also changed from that of the earlier phase. 

In the third phase also, the deposition of the pottery had continued, though the 
deposition of this phase was clearly demarcated from the earlier one by the scattering 
of bricks on the new floor. Judging from the stratigraphic relationship between the 
deposition and the well, it seemed 国王ely that the well in this phase was partly covered 
by deposition, and that in this phase only the shaft of the well was disclosed. 

Regarding the cause of the deposition of the vast amount of potsherds , it can 
be assumed that they were formed in relation to some ritual activities , on the basis 
of the unusual amount of sherds showing a 1i mited formal variety. 

On the basis of the findings in association with the well, a1l phases of the well 
belonged to the Post-Gupta Period. Th e findings from the area around the well 
consisted dominantly of p6ttery, but other artefacts , such as stone sculptures, iron 
nails , stone pestles, and some terracotta animal figurines were brought to 1i ght. 
However, the typological features of the animal figurines show that 出ey origina1l y 
belonged to the Kushan Period, and that the materials from the different periods had 
been mixed in the course of the procurement of the bricks for the construction of 
the well by digging up the ear1i er buildings. 

The excavation on the western mound revealed a temple complex, the original 
structure of which had been enlarged twice (Figs. 17, 36). In the first phase the 
temple was represented by a simple form of rectangular shape, while in the second 
phase it was enlarged with an extension of brick w a1l s on the north and east sides. 
Moreover, the inner side of the temple was newly divided into some compartments. 
As early as the first phase, the temple was equipped with decorated w a1l s on the 
north and east sides (Fig. 37). In the second phase also, the decorative brick work 
W出 attached to the north and east wall. Th e third phase was indicated clearly 
by the rise of the floor level and the successive elevation of the wa11s with 1i mited 
modifications. It is noteworthy 出at the decoration on the w a1l s was abandoned on 
the north and east wa1l, but the west and south w a1l s had been alternativ 
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On the south and east sides, interesting remains were observed. Th at is a 
pair of ditch-1ik e structures, which were filled by ashes and charcoal. Although 
it is obvious 出at they had been used with fire , their exact nature could not be 
determined. 

The results of the excavation in Area C is much helpful for understanding the 
final phase of Maheth. Th e temple complex which was revealed is clearly contempor釘y 
with the well which was excavated in the last season , forming a larger complex of 
religious nature. In relation to the ritualistic nature of the complex, it 﨎 relevant that 
a vast amount of pottery was noticed around the well in the last season's work, forming 
a thick layer of potte巧・ They cons﨎ted mainly of spouted vases of a single type. 

The structure of this phase had been built solely with reused brickbats which 
had been extracted from earlier buildings , indicating an economic decline of the city. 
However, the existence of a large structural complex may ind兤ate that the occupants 
had made a considerably vigorous activi句 for construction. The abandonment of these 
structures may mean the real decline of the occupation 匤 Maheth. 

Beneath the structural remains of Period V, some brick buildings of Period IV 
were revealed. In association with these structure, some typical Kushan terracotta 
human figurines were unearthed, one of them being found in situ in a standing position 
(Fig. 38). However , the character of the whole structural complex of this period 
cannot be determined with any confidence. 

Findings 

The find匤gs from Maheth comprise a great deal of pottery sherds and some other 
artefacts. The potteηindustry in Maheth 﨎 distinctively characterized by the fine 
wares, such as the BRW, BSW and NBPW. These fine wares have been found from 
many sites in North India in the 1st millennium B.C., and these fine wares from 
Maheth should be discussed in 出e context of the sequence in the whole of North 
India. Apart from pottery, other findings include terracotta objects such as discs, 
gamesmen, pottery discs , beads, and human and animal figurines, iron objects, such 
as arrowheads , spearheads and axes , and bone objects such as arrowhead or stylus, 
comb and disc. 

1. Pottery (F刕s. 18-21) 

The pottery assemblage 匤 Per卲d 1 includes fine wares, represented by BRW, 
BSW and other wares , and the red coarse wares of vases and jars. 

BRW is usually characterized by the distinctive colour distribution，出at is , the 
upper half of the body being black and the lower half red in colour. However, 
most of those from Maheth show reddish colour in the upper half of the body and 
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black or grey colour 匤 the lower half of the body and th、e 匤ner side. This colour 

distribution occurs due to the method of the fir匤g. In the time of firíng , the pots 
紅e placed on one another, and, therefore, there occurs a subtle irregularity in the 

circulation of the oxygen. In other words, the upper half of the body, which is 
exposed to the oxygen, would be oxidized to red colour after firing , while the lower 
half of the body and the 匤ner side, which is covered by another bowl or dish, would 
be fired in relatively reduced condition, causing black or grey colour. This subtle 
difference 匤 the ti血e of fir匤g leads to the production of BRW. 

A characteristic feature of the modelling technique of BRW is the use of a 
comb-like tool to make the jo匤t of clay smooth and strong (Fig. 18.1-3). 

BRW is represented dominantly by bowl, dish and bas匤 with a limited number 

of small pots (Fig. 18) (10). The dish shows a straight and slightly in-turnedwall, 
and a sagger base with gentle car匤ation (Fig. 18.1 ・ 12). The bowl is represented 

by simple hemispherical shape with slightly out-turned rim (Fig. 18.13・2 7) . Dish 

and bowl totally lack decoration in contrast to the BSW which will be described 

next. In addition to the simple bowl and dish , bas匤s also occur in the BRW in a 

considerable amount (Fig. 18.28-40). They have a hemispherical or convex body, a 
round base with no carínation，叩d an elliptical-sectioned collar on the rim. It is 

interesting to note that among them 紅e 匤cluded those with spouts and, distinctively, 
four short legs and several perforations on the bottom portion (11) (Fig. 18.41). It 
seems likely that they were used as steamers in cookíng, especially of crops includ匤g 
rice. Bowls with flanged rim are also among the BRW formal variety. Small pots 

of the BRW have a flaring mouth, a narrow neck, and a globular body witha round 

base (Fig. 18.56・58) . They are usually decorated by either incised notches or incised 

lines done by a comb-like tool. 
On the other hand, the shape of BSW is mostly represented by bowls with a 

limited number of dishes (Fig. 19). Distínctively, the bowls of BSW are frequently 
decorated by grooves (Fig. 19.67・ 68， 72・ 73) and, 匤 less frequency, incised notches (12). 
Among the shapes of bowl of BSW are hemispherical bowls with slightly out-turned 

rim (Fig. 19.59・ 66) ， exactly the same as that of BRW, shallow bowls (Fig. 19 .72・ 74) ，
in some 匤stances decorated by a groove, and characteristic corrugated bowl (Fig. 
19 . 69・ 71). Dishes in BSW are 

(10) Formal variety and shapes of BRW from Maheth 紅e exactly the same as those from other s咜es 
in North India,such as Atranjikhera Period II (Gaur 1983),Narhan Period 1(Singh 1994). etc. ,despite 
the difference in colour. 

(11) This type of basin has been widely reported from North lndia, not only from BRW sites but 
also from PGW sites and NBPW sites. R.C. Gaur in his repoロ of Atranj勛hera excavations (1983) 
considers 出is type of basin as sieves, but it is more 凶cely that they were used as steamers ぉ described 

in this report 
(12) The tendency to a more decorative execution in BSW is also observed at Atranjikhera (Gaur 

1983), Narhan (Singh 1994), Rajghat (N紅ain & Roy 1977), etc. 
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the case of BRW. Vases are also represented in BRW, showing a 句pical decoration 

of grooves on the neck portion. 

In the case of BSW, the colour distribution which is seen in BRW, is not 
observed - the pots are totally black in colour with no glossy appe紅ance 出eNBPW 

of the following period. It is interesting to note that the surface of BSW is finished 
more smooth1y than that of BRW. A1though BSW show some simi1arity with BRW, 
for instance, in terms of their shape, it should be also admitted that there are some 
contrasting differences from the BRW in terms of the way of decoration and its surface 
treatment. The lesser frequency of 占sh in BSW is a contrast to BRW. 

The red coarse w訂e in this period consists of jars (Fig. 21. 148-175) and vases 
(176-205). Some of the vases with f1aring rims (Fig. 2 1. 148・ 163) show traces of 
having been heated with fire on their outer surface, indicating that they were used 
as cooking pots, for instance, for bo出ng water. Jars in this phase are often decorated 
with appliqu�  with notches on their shou1ders (Fig. 21. 168). The c1ay used in red 
wares contains tempering materia1s and the thickness of walls is around ラ mm. Paddle 
marks are visible on the outer surface of some specimens (Fig. 21.158, 169, 188). The 
outer surfaces of red wares are mostly applied with red slips. It is clear that the red 
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wares were produced by a method totally different from fine wares. These 可pes of red 
wares of the same feature are w冝ely d﨎tr兊uted in BRW s咜es in 出e eastern half of 
N orth 1nd僘. 

1n Period II, a10ng wí出 BRW， BSW and the other f匤e wares, NBPW occurred 
匤 a large number (Fig. 20) , though the actual percentage of the ware in the whole 
assemblage is not available at present. NBPW is represented dominantly by bowl and 
dísh, w咜h a limited number of the other forms , such as vase. Among bowls are 
dominantly included hemispherical bowls (Fig. 20.103・ 108) ~nd corrugated bowls (Fiε. 
20.113・ 121) which is just the same as in BSW. The hemispherical bowls show some 

. variations in the shape of the rim, viz, slightly in-curved, out-turned, tapering rim 
which is projecting inwards (Fig. 20.111 ・ 112) ， rim with a clear ridge and open mouth 
(Fig. 20.109・ 110). 

Dishes are represented by a single shape of a rounded convex wall and sagger 

base with or without carinated edge (Fig. 20.91-100). The shape of dish is clearly 

different from that of BRW, indicating some gap between the two in terms of the 
modelling technique. On the basis of the observation of the section of wall and 
the traces of modelling on the surface, the modelling technique of the dish can be 
reconstructed. Basica1ly, the modelling of the dish is probably made by 出e use of a 
mould. 1n the first stage, a mould which outlines the same shape as the dish is 
prepared, and, then, small patches of clay are applied to 出e outer surface of the mould 
carefully. By using 出is technique, the uppむ part and the lower part of the body po口ion 
are separately modelled, and are attached together after the modelling of each. The 

bottom portion is prepared separately as well, and is jointed to the body portion. 1n 
the final stage of modelling, the complete pot is turned on the wheel, and is finished 
smoothly. Basically, it seems 日記ly that the s幻ne modelling technique is applied to 
the bowl as well. 

NBPW is d﨎tinctively characterized by the glossy surface, which is obtained due 
to the slip and exquisite burnishing. The surface is finished extraordinarily smooth, 
and fired in a reduced condition, making the pots black to silver and gold in colour. 
This exquisite appearance never occurs in BRW and BSW, and this feature also makes 
NBPW d凬ferent from the previous fine wares. 

On the other hand, whatever the differences may be, there are some common 
features among these fine wares. Firstly, NBPW includes some specimens s 

(13) A.K. Narain and T.N. Roy, in the report of Rajghat excavations, class��d this colour.type 
as b�hrome specìmens, suggesting a clear contrast to monochrome ones (N紅ain & Roy 1977). However, 
this d�ference � just due to the pos��n of each pot at the t�e of fìring , showing no fundamental gap 
between the two. 
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1n the case of NBPW, they are f叝ed in a reduced condition, and, thus, the outer surface 
which is exposed to an atmosphere of less oxygen is supposed to change into more 

blac恒久 and the lower half of the body and the ﾎ1mer surface st出 remain light grey 
in co1our. The second common feature is the use of a comb-like too1 in the final stage 

舩e partly intact in the rim portion of NBPW 1'oo'tD~like!lÍoe-ヒthof modelling. Traces of 

also. Thírdly, NBPW represents sonìと of the shapes peculiar to BSW in the previous 

period. The most impressive isthe corrugated bowl (14). 

As clearly shown in these common features, NBPW was generated on the 

foundation of the previous tradition of the fine wares, with some new technical 
developments. Based on its extraordinarily fine appear釦ce， NBPW can be considered 
as a climax of the production of the fine w紅e in the 1st millennium B.C. 

1n addition to the NBPW, the BRW and BSW still continued in use with little 

typo1ogical change from those of the earlier period. 1t is interesting to note that a 

ve可 limited number of Painted Grey Wares (PGW) , common in the western part of 
the Gangetic Basin, were excavated from the layers of this period (15). 百1ey were 
possibly imported from the western p訂t of the Gangetic Basin to the site, though 
we cannot exclude a possibility that they are locally produced by the potters from 

that region. Grey Ware (GW) is also found from the excavations, showing forms 
and shapes similar to those of the other fine w紅白. 

Vases and jars of red coarse ware in this period show no radical change from 
those of the earlier period. Red wares 紅e prominently limited to cooking vessels and 
storage ]ars. 

As noted in the description of the basic stratigraphy, Period II1 in the site is 
equated with the Late NBPW Period which has been clearly defined by T.N. Roy. 

The most impressive feature of this period is the degeneration of fine w訂es including 
NBPW. Fine w紅白 of this phase are thicker in the叝 walls than in 出e earli鑽 ones , 
and become less fine in the叝 fabric and surface treatment. While the average 

thickness of the earlier NBPW , for instance, measures 2.0 to 3.0 mm, the degenerated 
fine ware in this period shows 3.0 to 5.0 mm  or mQre. The metal-like glossy surface 

of the NBPW in the ea出er period is no longer observed, and the welllevigated clay 
--,

used in the fine NBPW comes to include chamotte (crashed burnt clay) and mica as 

(14) B.B. La1 points out that BSW is the preαrrsor of NBPW, based on the simi1arity of coloUI 
(Lal 1954). The formal simi1ariry also strengthen his proposition. 1n relation to the origin of NBPW , 
it is relevant that in some sites, such as Rajghat (Narain & Roy 1977) , PrahladpUI (Narむn & Roy 1968) 
叩d Narhan (Singh 1994), the predominance of BSW over BRW is observed before the advent of NBPW 

C.in the first qu紅ter of the 1st millennium B . 
(15) Basically, the quantity of PGW is negligibly limited in the eastern half of North India. The 

main distribution zone of PGW is in the doab region. As indicated by this case, two groups of fine 
wares,one represented by PGW， 姐d another consisting of NBPW,BSW and BRW,showcle紅 difference 
in their distribution zone. The former is distributed in the western half of North India and the latter 
in the eastern ha1f of the region. Thus, PGW 叩d NBPW are in para1lel in different regions during 
the middle of the 1st millennium B.C. 
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tempering material. This degeneration is seen not on1y in NBPW, but also in BRW, 
BSW and other wares. 1n thls sense, it can be said that thls period witnessed a radical 
change in the pottery tradition from the earlier orientation towards the fine ware 
production. 1n other words , the Late NBPW Period is the moment of the end of 
the earlier pottery tradition and the beginning of a new tradition. 

Besides the decline of the fine ware production, some changes ocα11" in other 
aspects of pottery industry of this period. One of them is the appearance of new 
forms of red wares which are never seen in the earlier period. Wheel-made bowls 
of red ware are one of the characteristic forms whlch occur in this period. They 
comprise an out-turned body with an in-curved rim and a small disc base, on which 
an evident trace � the wheel-turning can be seen. 1t is quite important to note that 
thls shape continued into the Kushan Period in North 1ndia as one of the main types 
of table-wares, wi出 little change. 1t further continued well into the Post-Gupta Periods 
with slight formal change. . Among vases some new types appear with recurved neck 
and thickened rim, and with shortly out-turned thick rim. A so-called pear-shaped 

vase also appe紅s in thls period. 
The pottery in Period 1V shows a red司ware industry with no black wares, making 

a big difference from that of the earlier periods. 1t includes wheel-turned bowls 
which continued from the previous period, vases with stamped decoration of triratna , 
sprinklers and so on. These are strikingly comparable with those from other sites in 

North 1ndia. 
The potteηin Period V is clearly distinguished from that of the earlier period. 

It simply consists of vases and boiling vessels. The types from thls period are 
comparable with those from the final phase of Saheth. 

2. Miscellaneous Objects 

Some teロacotta objects, such as discs, gamesmen, pottery discs and beads, occur 
through Periods 1 to III (16) (Figs. 26-27). Terracotta discs (Fig. 26) are uniformly 

decorated with incisions or notches on the rim, and in some specimens they show 
nai1-patterns in various ways (1 0, 13・ 14). 1ncised designs , such as a凶mal (1 1), leaf 
(4) , cross (6), etc. , are also seen in some specimens. Terracotta discs can be classified 
into two types in terms of the modelling and surface treatment - fine and co紅se
句pes. The former 句pe is neatly modelled with even thlckness , having neatly executed 
notches and red-slipped surface (4, 6, 7・ 12) ， while the latter shows rough modelling 
with bold or shallow notches and no slip (1・3 ， 5). 

The so-called gamesmen (Fig. 27) show some formal variations , including 
hellﾚsperical (1 ・ 7， 17, 20) , globular (8・ 11 ， 16, 18, 19), low cylindrical with round top 
(1 2-14, 15, 21-22) , and button-shaped with raised centre (24-27). The first type 

(16) These terracotta objects 紅e q山te common in North lnrua through the 1st millennium B.C. 
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Fig. 22 -Terracotta human figurines from Period III, Maheth. 

includes fine and co紅se ones, and the latter three show fine modelling with burnishing. 
Fine types are frequently decorated wi出 nail-patterns ， U-shaped stamped designs, etc. 
(1 5-23, 25・27). 

Beads are mostly represented by the so-called ghat-shaped beads. They 紅e 
modelled in the shape of vases with a perforation in the centre. They are mostly 
executed with red slips (17). 

Bone arrowhead or stylus , which is roughly modelled pointed on both ends, is 
also one of the common artefacts in Periods 1 to III. Although there are no positive 
grounds for most of them to identify their function, among them are included some 
specimens clearly showing the function as arrowheads.τbese objects which 紅ecommon 
in Periods 1 to II1 decrease radically or disappear in Period 1V. 1vory comb and dice 

with concentric circlets are also found. 

Terracotta human figurines make their appearance in Period III. The terracotta 

human figurines in Period 1II are represented by a moulded plaque, which is generally 
called the Sunga style (Fig. 22.2・4). Goddesses are depicted in these moulded plaques. 
One specimen (Fig. 22.1) from the make-up so日 of ramp紅t shows features of Mauryan 
typと widely distributed in the eastern half of North 1ndia. 

1n Period 1\人 large size hand-modelled figurines become dominant (Fig. 23). 百ley 
are decorated by appliqu�  and incised decoration. One complete specimen unearthed 

(17) ‘Ghat-shaped beads' are generally classuied as beads, but H. H舐tel in his report of Sonkh 
excavations describes them as spindle whorls. Judging from their shapes, it is unlikely that they represents 
spindle whorls. However, the traditional identification as beads could be also re-evaluated in terms � 
their forma1 fea tures. 
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from Area C in situ wl昱h consists of a head and body separately modelled and joined 

by a tenon is a seated female figurine with a f1 0wer in her right hand and a bowl 

in her left. She sits on a bell-shaped seat. Iconograplúcally, tl俍 image can be 

considered as a goddess of folk religion. 

Terrac�ta animal figurines occur in Period II in a limited number, and increase 
in Period III. Th e terracotta animal figurines in Period III are mostly elephant 

figurines , wl昱h share common typological features , such as stamped diamond-shaped 
eyes (18) (Fig. 24). Appliqu�  and stamped decorations are 出e most 占s出lctive features 

of these elephant figurines. Thesebelong to the tradition in the Mauryan and Sunga 
..style. 

The animal figurines from PeriodV show stylistical change from those of Period 

III (Fig. 25). They 紅e represented by adog-like horse with a saddle, and indeterminate 
animals. They are plentifully decorated with dots, appliqué, incisions, etc. , and are 
executed with red slip. Another interesting feature is a perforation on the cheek in 

most cases. 

As noted above, during Period III, a workshop including iron, glass-and stoneｭ 

bead-making appeared in Area A. In relation to the stone-bead production, some 
beads of semi-precious stones, including unfinished specimens, were unearthed from 
the same level. They are in most cases represented by agate and carnelian. Many 

stone chips of the same materials, wl昱h seem to have been made in the time of the 
production, were also discovered, clearly showing the existence of the bead-making 
industry ・ Glass bangles, wl昱h had been probably produced here, were also discovered 
in the same context. 

Among other excavated objects are iron objects, such as axes , arrowheads, 
spearheads (Fig. 28), stone objects, suchas pestles and querns. 

From Periods IV and V, various objects of various materials were unearthed, but 
they ぽe considerably mixed and their original date is quite difficult to determine. 

Tentative Conclusions 

As a tentative conclusion, the material culture at Maheth will be summarized in 
relation to the urbanization in North India (Table 1). Al though it is clear that the 
urbanization is a kind of social transformation, not just an archaeological subject, it 
is also quite obvious that the material culture ref1 ects some aspects of the social events, 
because the material culture is also a p紅t of society and is meaningfully construed 

(1 8) The animal f沼urines in the Mauryan and Sunga Periods are in general mosdy represented 
by elephant and horse with diamond-shaped eyes. The or抱泊 of this type of animal figurines with 
diamond-shaped eyes is in Mathura and they are found over North India along with human figurines 
of this period. It is during the Mauryan and Sunga Periods that the use of teロacotta figurines became 
common in North India. 
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Table 1-Region-wise chronological sequence of fine ware industry. The numbers in the top are as follows: 
ddle Ganges; 3. Middle Ganges; 4. Lower-Middle Ganges; 5. Ghaghara. MiUpper-2.Upper Ganges; 1. 

500AD 

5008C 

10008C 

15008C 

2 3 4 5 Maheth 

POST-GUPTA PERIOD Period V 

ト 

GUPTA PERIOD Break 

KUSHAN PERIOD PeriodlV 

Red ware industη 

AD 
Disappearance0/black or grey wares 

4 凶，TENBPW Period1lI•. . 
Decline0/fine black wares 

EARLY NBPW Period II 

LATE PGW 

BRW'BSW Period 1 

(lRON) 

トー - ?一一一 
Emergence0/iron 

EARLY Development of fine 

BRW'BSWPGW black or grey wares 

(CHALCOLlTHIC) 

BREAK? 

LATE つ 
HARAPPAN OCP つ 

NEOLlTHIC 

under a social trend. Therefore, it is possible，正 not in a1l, to reconstruct a part of 

the social transformation through the archaeolog兤al evidence of material culture. 

As a result of the excavation, it seems that as early as the early part of the 1st 
millennium B.C., as represented by the presence of BRW，出e site was occupied in 
some scale. Although the nature of the first occupation is yet to be determined , it 
seems likely that the region in the southern foothills of the Himalayan Mountains, 
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Fig. 24 -Terracotta animal figur匤es from Period III, Ma1認 th. 
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Fig. 25 -Terracotta animal figurines from Period V, Maheth. 
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Fig. 26 -Terracotta discs from various periods. Maheth. 
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Fig. 27 -Terracotta gamesmen from various periods, Maheth. 
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including Maheth, was colonized by people migrating from the middle Gangetic Basin, 
as the material culture in Maheth is just the same as that of the latter region. 

1n the 6th or ラ th centu可 B.C. ， the peo'p le in the site adopted a new fine 

ware , NBPW, following the same trends as the eastern half of,the Gangetic Basin 
(Table 1). Although it is quite clear that , already by this time, Sr縋ast�  had become 

the capital city of 出e Kosala Kingdom, it is not clear whether the adoption of 

NBPW, which seems to have been generated in the lower-middle Gangetic Basin, 
is related to any political event or not. However, whatever political units ぺwould 

have been, the uniformity in the material culture in the eastern half of the Gangetic 
Basin should be regarded as a hal1 mark of the cultural integration in the region. 
1n relation to this point , it is quite interesting that the western half of the Gangetic 
V al1 ey was integrated with the Painted Grey Ware (hereafter called PGW). 1n 
other words , in the middle of the 1st millennium B.C., the whole Gangetic Basin was 
divided into two areas by the two distinctive fine wares of PGW and NBPW (19). 

Al though in this short report we w出 not discuss this point any further , we believe 
that the distribution of these fine wares in different regions was related to some 

kinds of social integration at that time (20) , and that Sr縋ast�  is a 1s o involved in such 

social context as a city in the southern foothill of the Himalayas. 

1n Period 1II, which is roughly equated with the later part of the 1st millennium 
B.C., some radical changes occurred in the site. One of them is the occurrence of 
a working place in Area A. Another great change in this period is the construction 

of the earth rampart. We are inclined to date the construction of the ramp釘t 

to 出e later half of Period II1 , more specifical1 y around the Su�a Period (2nd-

1st centuries B.C.). Th e rampart was seemingly constructed above the earlier 

occupation areas, and the construction of the ramp紅t can be considered as a 

modification in lar' ge scale of the earlier city planning. On the basis of the emergence 

of the working place in Area A and the construction of the massive rampart in 

this period , it seems 出cely that the city had experienced a great change from the 

earlier period, and 出at it is to be related to some change in the social context of 

the city. 

e9) It is quite worth mentioning that the material culture is almost the same both in the western 
and eastern halves of North lndia, despite clear difference in the type of fine w紅白 . For example, 
terracotta objects described in this report are common1 y reported from NBPW sites in the eastern 
region 叩d PGW sites in 出e western region. In this sense, it is also possible that the whole of 
North India was integrated by the rnidd1 e of the 1st millennium B.C. , except for the fine w紅白. Th e 

(Uesugi 1) process of interregional cultural integration can be partly clear in pottery evidence (Table 
1997). 
eO Uesugi discussed the sequence and distribution of the fine wares in North Indi且山 a short 

paper. Ue
) 

sugi believes that the change in the fine 胃紅白 in terms of time and space is reI ated to the 
movement of the cultural groups of the period and to the social integration of the cultural groups in 
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(Uesugi 1994) 1) parallel to the urbanization in North India (see also Table 




1t appears 出at the city was still settled in a relatively large scale in Period 1V 
(the Kushan Period) , though it is uncertain whethむ the scale of the occupation 
was as large as that of the previous periods. Beside the structural remains which 
were revealed from the excavated areas, a number of mounds which are distributed 
in the site seem to be related to the structural activities in this period, because in 
this period the use of brick became common and it helped the formation of prominent 
mounds after the collapse of the brick buildings. The addition of the brick walls to 
the rampart in the later half of Period 1V indicates that the rampart was still in use 
in that time. 

The occupation in the Gupta Period was considerably limited in scale. No 
structural remains have been unearthed in Area A and Area C, and no further 
addition was made to the ramp紅t in this period. 1t is worth noting that, in Saheth, 
structural activities in the Gupta period were quite large in scale. 

In the Post-Gupta Period (p eriod V), some brick structures were newly constructed 
in the site. The existence of the well complex indicates an occupation of the site to 
some degree. However, all the structural remains in this period were constructed 
dominantly wi出 reused bricks which had been obtained from the earlier buildings, 
and it seems unlikely that the occupation in this period indicates the existence of a 
city, becalise of the scattering nature of the buildings. 

(Th e excavation has revealed that the city had declined after the end of Period 
IV around the 4th century A.D. , in coincidence with the records by Faxian. On 出is 

basis,it is quite clear 出at the monastery inJetavana (Sahちth) depended on the financial 
support for its existence not from the adjacent city of Sr縋ast�  which was no longer 
inhabited, but from some other sources. Therefore, the decline of the city of Sr縋ast�  
marks the beginning of the new social structure in the region which involved the 
Buddhist monastery in J etavana. 

1n a next stage, we shall qwell on what caused the decline of the city of Sr縋ast�. 
Basically, the rise 姐d fall of Sr縋ast�  can be viewed from the presence -of the traffic 
route in which the city had been involved. Sr縋ast�  is located ‘ on an import叩t 

position as a commercial centre ill a south-north traffic route from the Gangetic Valley 
towards the Himalayan region, as well as in an east-west route connecting the upper 
and the lower Gangetic Valley. From this point of view, we can understand why the 
Kosala KiI?-gdom placed its 
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Gangetic Valley further to the south. ln 出is sense, we can say that the hlstory of 

the city of $r縋asti depended mainly on the economic factor rather 出叩 onthe political 

factor , whlch is usually regarded as a main factor for the emergence of cities in North 

lndia during the 1st millennium B.C. (21). 
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(21) G. Erdosy suggested that the political factor which existed in the society in the 1st millennium 
B.C. is most influential on the emergence of cities in North lndia, but it should be reminded that there 
could have been regional variations in the factors for their emergence (Erdosy 1985). 
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Fig.31 ・ Monastic complex from Area B, Saheth. 

Fig. 32 -Caitya complex with stupas from Area G , Saheth 
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Fig. 33 -Brick-built structure from Area A, Maheth 
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Fig. 34 -Roof-tiles stored in a compartment of the brick-built structure from Area A, Maheth. 
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F�g. 35 -Well from Area C, Maheth. 

Fig. 36 -Brick-built structure from Area C, Maheth 
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